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OVERVIEW

FINANCES

STRUCTURE

INDIAN MUSLIM WELFARE SOCIETY
All members are invited to attend the 61st Annual General Meeting on:

Date: Saturday 9th February 2019 - Time: 7.30 p.m
Venue: Al-Hikmah Centre, 28 Track Road, Batley

Dinner will be served from 6.30 pm until 7.15 pm
(Isha namaaz 7:15pm)

AGM AGENDA
1.   Tilawate Quran
2.   Welcome and Address by the Chair
3.   Approval of Minutes of last year’s AGM 
4.   Matters Arising
5.   Presentation of Accounts
6.   Re-appointment of Accountants
7.   Property Trustees
8.   IMWS Community Service Recognition Awards
9. Election of Trustees & Chair
10. Any Other Business 
11. Dua
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Indian Muslim Welfare Society

Foreword by the Chair 

It gives me great pleasure in presenting our 
Indian Muslim Welfare Society’s 61st Annual Report. 
I hope you will find the report useful and informative.

This year we celebrated the 25th anniversary 
of Paigaam, the voice piece of our Society. The 
celebratory dinner was a great success, extremely 
well attended and had several great inspirational 
speakers. Whilst we celebrate the success we need 
to be mindful of where we want the Paigaam to be 
in the next 25 years and beyond.  A dedicated new 
Working Group has been established and has been 
challenged with devising a long-term strategy to 
ensure Paigaam embraces digital advancements and 
remains at the forefront and true to its mantra of 
‘For the Community, By the Community’.

The Al-Hikmah Centre has seen numerous 
improvements over the past years, with new 
washrooms in the Rabia al-Basri Halls and in the 
Gym Khana. Plans are underway to install a state of 
the art playing surface in the Sports Hall which since 
inception, has provided a valuable public service.  
Although it will be rather costly, unless we invest, 
we shall see a further decline in the sports bookings. 
The Sports Hall is an integral part of the Al-Hikmah 
Centre complex, both in terms of income generation 
and also as a provider of an important service.

Similarly, we have looked carefully at the 
Wedding Hall and ways in which we make the Centre 
more appealing to our members. Al-Hikmah House 
has seen some refurbishment this year too with the 
Conference Room being fitted with a sophisticated 
smart screen. Al-Hikmah House poses further 
challenges when it comes to upgrading as it is a 
Grade II Listed Building thus we are limited with 
what we may/may not change. I would urge the 
forthcoming Executive Committee to continue with 
the renovation work to our entire estate as required 
to ensure that the IMWS remains a provider of high-
quality services.

We have for some time been trying to change 
the legal status of IMWS to a Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation (CIO), the work is still on-going and a 

new submission is to be made before the AGM. We 
have taken a fresh approach and are confident that 
the Society will be granted CIO status shortly.

The majority of the Society’s work is undertaken 
via its Sub-Committee governance structure and 
the relevant Chairs have provided further details 
in their respective sections. I want to take this 
opportunity to thank all the Sub-Committee Chairs 
and its members for all their work and dedication.  
Many Sub-Committee members are not part of our 
Executive Committee but still participate fully, further 
testament to our loyal and supportive members. 
I hope they will continue with their support and 
would like to encourage other members to join 
the Sub-Committees, in particular, our Youth Sub-
Committee for it is our youth of today that are our 
leaders of tomorrow. As always, the IMWS is open to 
suggestions, ideas and above all, involvement.

As a Muslim community, the challenges we have 
faced over the past two decades have been huge. 
Islamophobia is unfortunately still rampant and with 
Brexit looming, the only certainty is further change.  
What this change is, remains uncertain and therefore, 
worrying. In these challenging times that we live, the 
IMWS remains pivotal and steadfast and works with 
an array of stakeholders, including statutory bodies, 
voluntary and community and religious groups. No 
doubt, we will continue to face further challenges in 
the coming years and we need to prepare ourselves 
and be ready to meet them.

I am pleased to report that we now have a new 
staff structure in place with two Centre Managers 
at the helm. Both have handled the pace of change 
diligently and their work is starting to show a step 
change with new improved policies and procedures 
in place whilst other processes are being reviewed.  
All this work will no doubt ensure that our Society 
continues to provide vital services.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
those that have supported the Society and me over 
the past year, namely my family for showing patience, 
the elected members and the Executive Committee. 

Assalaamu Alaikum W. W.

In the name of our Creator, the Creator of all the worlds, 
the Most High, the Most Gracious and the Most Forgiving.
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We should not forget that, as volunteers, they sacrifice 
their valuable time and their effort and commitment to 
our Society needs to be acknowledged and recognised. 
I also want to thank all our staff for being patient with 
me and all their hard work in ensuring the smooth 
running of our complex organisation.

I welcome new faces and those that do join, I 
trust they do so with the intention of participating fully 
and to help make a difference. The need to continue 
to work collectively with all our affiliated areas and 
other bodies are very important and the expertise our 
younger members can offer will ensure our Society 
and community at large, move forward in a positive 
way.

Rather than having to ‘push’ members present at 
the AGM to join the IMWS as an elected member, I urge 
individuals who have the relevant skills and attributes 
to put forward their names, in particular, our younger 
members. Whilst acknowledging the efforts of our 
predecessors, we need to take the society forward 
and to meet the new challenges facing our community 
today. 

I request those who are elected at the AGM, Area 
Representatives or co-opted to join the Executive 
Committee, ensure they fulfil their roles accordingly. 
Duties include attending meetings, contributing to 
discussions and undertaking the various roles through 
our Sub-Committee structure.

I pray the Almighty accepts all our efforts, both 
this year and in previous years and pray that all are 
rewarded in this world and the Hereafter.

Finally, I would like to conclude by asking 
forgiveness for any mistakes I made or have offended 
anyone. I will always continue to support our Society 
and the affiliated areas and pray that we go from 
strength to strength (Aameen).

Dr Imtiyaz Patel
Chair

Over the past year, I have settled into my role as Cen-
tre Coordinator and have learned much about the Muslim 
Culture and the workings of the Al-Hikmah Centre. I would 
like to thank the Trustees, staff and members for helping 
me to settle into these surroundings.

The main building of the Centre has seen some ex-
cellent refurbishment to the training rooms both in decora-
tion and renewal, where needed, of IT equipment.  Invest-
ment was made to the IT system with a new server and 
PC’s being purchased.  The online accountancy system, 
‘Quick books’ was also upgraded being more practicable 
for our business needs.

The centre still offers ESOL classes which are as pop-
ular as ever and provides opportunities for learners from 
the wider community.  Kirklees Council lost the contract 
to deliver Driver Awareness Courses but fortunately, we 
were able to negotiate with the new provider and bring the 
courses back to the centre.  In July 2018 we had 19 young 
girls from the community completing an ILM (Institute for 
Leadership and Management) course and rewarded with 
a level 2 qualification.  I’m sure this will stand these young 
people in good stead for their future careers.

As an organisation, I would have liked us to be more 
energetic in applying for external funding.  This could have 
to support more youth activities or women’s work.  During 
the next year, I will be pushing for this to happen.  I would 
also like us to engage in more community development 
and see more members using our centre for drop-in ses-
sions, coffee morning or craft classes.  I strongly believe 
we have excellent facilities that will enable us to provide 
opportunities for individuals to come together, volunteer 
and create positive social networks.  I will also ensure that 
IMWS are involved with more partnership and collabora-
tive working in the community to help our community tack-
le social issues.

Finally, I hope to continue building my personal re-
lationship with Trustees, staff and the local community to 
help IMWS grow and prosper during the next year.

Billy Tindle
Centre Coordiantor

Centre Coordinators Report

Annual Report 2017 - 2018
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In my role as a Community & Facilities Co-Coordinator, 
I am responsible for managing three full time and two part-
time caretaking staff.

I am also responsible for maintaining the four separate 
buildings: main   building, wedding hall, sports hall and build-
ing currently occupied by Milen Day Centre, to a relative 
good standard. 

With regards to the improvement of the wedding hall, 
we have spent many hours undertaking a feasibility study 
in modernising the facility by a complete makeover in order 
to be   more competitive when compared to other similar 
service providers, and hopefully increase the uptake of the 
existing service that is provided. 

We pray that the Society’s financial position will enable 
us to upgrade the wedding hall by the summer, at the latest.

As well as weddings this Hall is also utilised for other 
functions and activities such as:

- Circuit training for men and aerobics for women under 
   the supervision by instructors.
- Seminars by various professional groups and 
   organisations
- Elderly Women group
- Tajweed classes for ladies 

The Society has been in consultation with other local 
sports’ service users and personnel with the aim of improv-
ing the existing facilities. We are at an advance stage of 
negotiation in modernising the play area, which should be 
operative after Ramadhan.

Whilst indoor football is the main sport being played in 
the sports hall, other activities are also held such as:

- Cricket sessions for youngsters by independent 
  qualified cricket caches
- Taekwondo classes for youngsters trained by 
  independent coaches
- Youth club sessions run by the Society’s Youth 
  Committee
- Female rounders’ team practice sessions

It is impossible to highlight all the different activities that 
are held at the Al-Hikmah centre as there are one off book-
ings which enable us to reach as many groups and individu-
als and for IMWS to continue its delivery of services.

It is also worth remembering that there are a number of 
conference rooms in the main building, which are hired out 
on single or regular bookings. 

One room is booked up to four days per week by the 
Driver Training team, whilst another is occupied by the ESOL 
class as part of the adult learning course teaching English 
as a second language.

We remain totally focused and committed in providing 
quality services that meet the needs of the community and at 
the same time deliver services that are truly value for money.

I close by extending my sincere thanks to the manage-
ment committee, the service user for the support that they 
have given me over my first twelve months. I would also 
like to thank the staff that I manage for being dedicated and 
committed in carrying out their duties and making my job 
less difficult. I would also like to thank my colleagues and the 
Administration staff for their continued support.

Should you have any constructive ideas and sugges-
tions on improving the centre, its facilities and services then 
please do not hesitate to contact the office or me.

 
Hanif Mayet

Community & Facilities Coordiantor

Community & Facilities 
Coordinator Report



IMWS’s core activities were supported by a number 
of Sub-Committees who met regularly through-
out the year. Dedicated volunteers on the Sub-
Committees have delivered the following outcomes.

Al-Hikmah
As always, the Al-Hikmah subcommittee is grateful 

to the members and the staff who contributed 
throughout the year. The subcommittee is responsible 
for the upkeep of the centre itself as well as the 
development of services and revenue generation for 
the Society.

Under the guidance of 
the subcommittee and 
the two newly appointed 
managers, the Society 
has managed to bring the 
contract for the speed 
awareness course from 
the new provider. Thus 
continuing the regular 
revenue stream from this 
source.

The subcommittee 
has managed to attract 
a private firm to install 
an electric vehicle 
(EV) charging station 
at the centre. This has demonstrated that we are 
serious about reducing the carbon footprint and are 
supportive of the government agenda of a greener 
future.

In addition to this, the subcommittee has overseen 
the refurbishment of the rooms and corridor upstairs 
in the main house and regular maintenance of other 
facilities.

The subcommittee is working hard for replacement 
of the suitable sports hall surface to attract wider 
participants. It is also working on the enhancement 
of the wedding hall facility including the internal 
décor, improved toilet facility, and the introduction 
of wedding packages. But this is taking a little longer 
than anticipated as we need to ensure that we get 
value for money.

Finally, the subcommittee, the Facilities Coordinator, 
and the Centre Coordinator, as a team, are working 
hard to keep the centre working efficiently and 
always striving to enhance much better customer 
experience.

Burial
Last year was a very difficult year with most of the 

time taken up in discussions and negotiations with 
the Council regarding the increases in burial charges. 
Following a sustained campaign by community 
groups including IMWS there was a resolution to this 
with a more reasonable increase.

There was also a great deal of activity and 
negotiations with the Council to secure additional 
capacity at  Batley Cemetery.

We are pleased to report that the new land was 
secured and it is now being utilised. This land will 
serve us for around the next 4 to 5 years. We will 
need to work with the Council to look at options for 
the provision of new land as well as continue efforts 
to locate our own private land for the future.

We have also met with the Chief Coroner, the Local 
and Health Authority Officers to discuss common 
issues and to work together to ensure speedy burials 
for our community.

We are most grateful to our volunteers who provide 
a free and excellent support to our community for 
burial services. We are very sad to report that we 
lost one of our volunteers Ismail Bhai Lunat Gul 
who gave many decades of excellent service to our 
community.

Charity
IMWS charity committee has been busy with 

collecting funds for different causes around the 
world with support from affiliated and participating 
Masaajids.

India – Kerala Floods
IMWS donated funds to aid relief efforts in Kerala 

where floods had taken hundreds of lives. Funds 
went towards providing food, medical packs and a 

Sub-Committee Reports
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free medical camp. This was done in partnership 
with Tayyab Trust in India.

Macmillan Cancer Reasearch
Macmillan coffee 

morning was held at 
the centre to help 
raise funds. Macmillan 
provides support to 
cancer sufferers and to 
help them cope at a very 
difficult time.

Myanmar
Emergency appeal was launched to deliver aid 

inside the Rakhine State working alongside a leading 
UK charity. 

Refugee  clothing  appeal for UK
An appeal was launched for new winter clothing 

to distribute to refugees in the UK. The items were 
distributed across four refugee’s centres in the UK.

Eastern  Ghouta Syria
Easten Ghouta was 

badly hit with hundreds 
of people killed. Working 
through affiliated masjids 
money was raised 
providing food parcels to 
families and individuals, 
as well as baked bread 
and cooked meals. The Syria appeal remains open 
throughout the year.

Gaza 
Medical and food supplies were supplied to six 

main hospitals across Gaza. Gaza appeal remains 
open throughout the year.

Yemen Iftar appeal
Annual iftar appeal this year was for Yemen. 

Donations were received at the Centre and through 
affiliated and participating masaajid. Distribution of 
food packs took place in Aden, Lahy, Taiz, Sadaah, 
Amren and Sana. Each family received a 57.5kg food 
pack for full month.

South Gujarat Project
Phase three of the South Gujarat project working 

in partnership with ASWT has been completed with 
five houses built housing about 30 people. Self 
employment initiative (Rojgaar Yojna) has helped 
43 people to set up businesses. Scholarship projects 
has supported 50 students so far.

Sadaqatul Fitr – Myanmar
Sadaqatul fitr was collected for Myanmar and 

provided Eid clothes which were distributed to the 
Rohingya in the Rakhine state.

Zain Bhika Fundraiser Concert
Working in partnership with Islamic relief a concert 

was organised to raise funds for Myanmar and saw 
an attendance of around 800 people. On the night 
of the concert IMWS received an award from Islamic 
Relief for their Services to humanity. 

Paigaam 
A highlight for the 

year was the Paigaam 
25 year event, 
which took place in 
November. It was an 
opportunity to look 
back but also a chance 
to plan ahead. In a 
time when local stories are so easily overpowered 
by national news, Paigaam becomes a voice for the 
unheard and this is the direction we should take.

Over the course of the past year we have:
- Reported on activities and courses by the IMWS 

at the Al-Hikmah Centre
- Promoted charity appeals by the IMWS
- Updated on charity donations on where and how 

they have been distributed like the South Gujarat 
appeal, Indonesia appeal, Macmillan coffee morning.

- Reported on activities by affiliates like the youth 
conferences, seerah programmes and food bank 
collections.

- Reported on community groups leading activities 
like fun days, galas, sports activities,

- Covered articles of community interests from a 
local and national perspective as well as religious 
and informative.

- Covered local stories of achievements by 
individuals and groups

- Reported on international incidents of concern 
from natural disasters to human rights issues

These are some examples of the types of coverage 
in Paigaam over the past year. We have also recently 
done an extensive review and hope this will go to 
shape Paigaam for the coming years.

We would hope Paigaam continues and strengthens 
to be a voice for our community. We would like 
to thank all our readers and advertisers for their 
continued support, which allows us to continue this 
much-needed publication and voice.

Women
The IMWS women’s committee have continued 

to organise and deliver educational workshops and 
activities for women and girls in the Batley and 
surrounding areas. Despite many challenges faced 
in the current climate, some of the things we have 
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managed to achieve this year include:
Health and well being:
• Continued to support another ladies cycling 

group– with over 15 new ladies learning to ride a 
bike.

• Supported the start up of a relaxation/yoga class 
with over 20 women attending at the Centre. 

Youth:
• Organised and facilitated an ILM Level 2 Team 

Building Skills 
weekend course for 
girls aged 14-20. 
19 girls successfully 
completed the 
course and achieved 
a qualification.

• Successfully 
delivered half term holiday sessions for 40 girls and 
boys. 

• Our Girl Guide Brownie (7-9 yr olds) and Guide 
units (10-14 yr olds), the only ones in our district 
to run on a weekend, are going from strength to 
strength and growing in popularity amongst the 
community.

Educational:
• Facilitated the delivery of the ‘Practical’s of 

Salah Workshop’ in partnership with local learned 
sisters. Over 70 females attended the practical and 
theory based workshops just before Ramadan and 
found them to be very beneficial.

Fundraising:
• Supported Macmillan Coffee morning and 

ongoing IMWS and local charity appeals.

We are currently planning new workshops and 
activities with a focus on developing parenting skills 
and mental health.

We would like to thank all our female volunteers 
for their time and effort in continuing to improve 
the diverse opportunities available to females in our 
community.

 If there are any other issues you would like the 
women’s committee to address or would like to join 
the group please contact us on sisters@imws.org.uk 
or through Twitter @imws_women

Youth 
The Youth Committee meets regularly to plan and 

implement activities. There is a weekly Saturday 
youth group which engages 13-19 year-old boys 
and has a regular attendance of around 20 youths. 
In 2017 we started a Duke of Edinburgh (DofE) 
bronze scheme working in partnership with a charity 

that works with community groups called Shared 
Outcomes whereby 2018 we had a number of them 
complete their bronze DofE award. 

We have the annual Fifa 18 competition which has 
continued from previous years. The centre has run 
holidays activity sessions in school holidays.  

Recently, a course teaching the basics of computer 
programming was started and run by one of our 
young committee members.

We would like to encourage young people to get 
involved, make their voices heard and to take an 
active role to benefit young people themselves, the 
youth group and the community as a whole. A thank 
you and recognition also needs to be noted for the 
volunteers and IMWS staff who have supported us 
over the past year and the young people themselves 
towards youth group activities.

Adult Learning
Over the year, carefully planned adult learning 

courses at the Centre have been instrumental in 
helping many women to reconnect with learning and 
realise their potential. Not only have learners gained 
valuable skills, knowledge, confidence and even 
accreditation but have also reported an improvement 
in their health and wellbeing and feel more connected 
to their community. 

This year, there has been an increase in demand 
for ESOL (English for Speakers of other Language)  
courses mainly  due to changes in the benefits system 
and immigration and we have met this demand by 
providing a range of ESOL courses from Beginner/ 
Pre -Entry level (for those with little or no English) to 
accredited Entry Level 2. 

Many learners have successfully achieved their 
course outcomes for this academic year despite 
having to overcome many barriers to learning. Some 
have also taken their next steps and joined college 
courses or found volunteering opportunities. We are 
continuing to provide excellent learning provision 
at the Centre and developing valuable progression 
opportunities.

We hope to continue to provide these important 
learning opportunities in the coming year.

Courses delivered 2017-18/No of learners
STEPS – Confidence building course 7

English My Way – Beginner level ESOL 25

ESOL Entry Level 1                                10

ESOL Entry Level 2 C&G E2 Reading 14 
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Financial
overview

INCOME FROM UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
Voluntary Income £38,612
Activities for Generating Funds (Paigaam) £27,678
Charitable Activities £185,375

Total  £ 251,665

EXPENDITURE AGAINST UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
Paigaam Costs £28,014
Charity Appeals £250
Property Related Costs £143,094
Project & Management Costs £81,386
Other Activity Costs £29,375
Cost of Raising Funds £9,606
Governance Costs £6,300
Total £ 298,025

INCOME FROM RESTRICTED FUNDS
Charity Appeals £144,925
Charitable Activities £89,122

Total  £234,047

EXPENDITURE AGAINST RESTRICTED FUNDS
Charity Appeals £192,715
Project & Management Costs £14,596
Other Activity Costs £78,286
Total £ 285,597
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Hundreds of lives were lost in the Kerala floods, funds went towards 
providing food, medical packs and provided a free medical camp check.

Syria

Give Locally Think Globally for a Better Tomorrow

Myanmar Gaza

Kerala

Yemen
Annual iftar food pack distribution in Yemen. Each family 
received a 57.5kg food pack for a full month.

Distribution was carried out inside Myanmar  
by Islamic Relief on behalf of IMWS

Six hospitals across Gaza were supplied with medical supplies. 

Funds were raised to provide families and individuals 
with baked bread and cooked meals.

South Gujarat Project
Making a difference to peoples lives with Housing, Self 
employment initiative (Rojgaar Yojnaa), Scholarships.
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MONIES RAISED FOR HUMANITARIAN RELIEF
(OCTOBER 2017 - SEPTEMBER 2018)

General Charity Fund £4,402
Iftaari £22,347

Gaza £19,457

South Gujarat £31,122

Syria £25,063

Myanmar £15,488

Kerela £9,602

Sadaqatul Fitr £15,410

Fidya £1,558

Macmillan Coffee 
Morning

£476

Total £144,925

Registered Charity No:1067746

Zakat - Sadaqah - Lillah
We Are Collecting

You can make your donation

At the:

Al-Hikmah Centre
28 Track Road, Batley WF17 7AA

Cheque payable to: IMWS

At:
Your Local

IMWS Affiliate 
Masjids

So
ut

hGujarat
Project 2018

Helping families living in deprived areas
to have a better quality of life.

Housing 
Empowerment 

Scholarship
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WHERE WE HAVE PROVIDED HUMANITARIAN RELIEF

Myanmar £31,010
Gaza £24,000

Syria £32,500

India 
(inc. South Gujarat)

£81,300

Yemen £23,905

Total £192,715
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   Haji Fakir Daji,  Haji Ebrahim I Patel 

INDIAN MUSLIM WELFARE SOCIETY (IMWS)
Executive Trustees

Area Representative Members
MASJID-E-MAHMOODIYAH

Anjuman Zinatul Islam
Abdul Majeed Mayet

MADINA MASJID
Mount Pleasant Islamic Trust

Ebrahim Karolia  
Yusuf Lunat, Imran Seedat

Mohamed Ali Karolia

JAME MASJID
Islamic Cultural & 

Welfare Association
Ismail M Daji,  Ismail E Daji 

Kasim Patel

ILAAHI MASJID
Hope Street

Mohammed Adam

MASJID NOORUL ISLAM 
Snowdon

Yakub Badat

DAWATAL ISLAM 
Soothill

Bashir Khalifa

MASJID-E-NOOR
Dark Lane

Hasan Loonat

Salim Loonat, M Saied Laher, Mohammed Variava, Ismail E Patel, Asif Lunat, 
Yunus Laher, Ibrahim Mulla, Hafez Uthman Daji

Co-opted Members

CHAIR Dr Imtiyaz A Patel
VICE CHAIR Mohammed Laher
GENERAL SECRETARY Jafar Daji *
JOINT SECRETARY Ismail Suleman
TREASURER Rafik Dabhad
ASSISTANT TREASURER Moulana Hashim Sacha
ELECTED MEMBER Ahmad Lunat OBE
ELECTED MEMBER Rashid Abed
ELECTED MEMBER Mohamed Mulla
ELECTED MEMBER Abdul Aziz Daji*    
ELECTED MEMBER Rashid Soni*
ELECTED MEMBER Emtiyaz Yoosoof*

* Term Ends

Property Trustees

Management structure

ICWA MPIT Masjid E 
Noor

Noor ul 
Islam

Ilaahi
Masjid

Dawatal
Islam

Masjid E 
Mahmoodi-

yah

Total

632 925 284 257 120 222 348 2788

Membership Breakdown 2017

2017 -2018
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Organisational structure

Staffing Structure
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